Chair Anthony Sun called the meeting to order at 4:05 p.m., a quorum being present. Minutes from the January 21, 2014 meeting were approved as written. Mr. Sun thanked all for attending, noting the focus of the meeting would be an update on the quiet phase of the capital campaign and the business plan.

Tony called on Chief Philanthropy Officer Nancy Brennan who noted, with gratitude, the extraordinary momentum of the campaign so early in the leadership (quiet) phase of the campaign that will run between 2014 and January 2016 (the start of the museum’s 50th anniversary year). Nancy reiterated that the business plan calls for growth to ensure long-term viability, a sustainable business model, and transformation of the visitor experience, noting commitment to two goals by 2020: growth in annual operating budget from today’s $21M to $33M, and growth in endowment to $90M from today’s $25M. Ms. Brennan spoke about the development team’s diligent focus on prospect research, and she announced three new donors.
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totaling $800,000 in new gifts since the board met in January.

Akiko Yamazaki enthusiastically acknowledged early investments in the campaign totaling $23.2 million toward a 2014 calendar year goal of $25 million, and she announced a new opportunity—a challenge match grant from a donor preferring to remain anonymous for the time being: a $5 million pledge against a challenge grant to ultimately result in $30 million. She reviewed updated milestones during the leadership phase: $25M (by June 2014); 100% participation by the Board (by December 2014); $55M (by January 2016, the start of the 50th anniversary year) and $75M (by December 2015, the end of the 50th anniversary year). The menu of name gift opportunities was included in the meeting materials. Akiko reminded everyone that campaign leaders plan to meet personally with 100% of the board before 2014, noting that donors to the New Asian Campaign would be updated on the plan and invited to engage. To introduce friends to the museum, she said a schedule of opportunities and events to tour the collections with curators was planned, and she encouraged everyone to participate.

Tim Kahn spoke about operating support, noting that while the museum goes through the capital campaign it is important for board members to continue to hold the bar high with regard to financial support through direct contributions or special contributions like galas.

Tim Hallman gave an update on the logistical side of the business plan to transform the visitor experience by the end of the decade. He reviewed one of the online tools the team had created to chart progress, measure milestones and make sure goals are accomplished. Surveying the various work teams made up of staff and board champions, Tim highlighted the Facilities & Gallery Transformation team (then in the midst of a RFP process for the owner’s representative to manage costs and accomplishments of the project), the Gallery Interpretive team (soon to travel to other institutions in the US and Europe for an experience study), and the Communications team (in the planning stages to develop a communications plan). He noted the museum had engaged a New York PR firm to work on the capital campaign and building project to make sure the museum stays on message and thinks about the best way to communicate the plan. Emphasizing the capital campaign and the business plan were in the quiet phase, Tim said the Communications team would present a comprehensive plan at a future meeting.

Public Comment, Members of the public were invited to address the Commission on items that were within the subject matter jurisdiction of the Asian Art Commission. The public may address the Commission for up to three minutes and the Chair may limit total testimony to thirty minutes. Members of the public present did not wish to comment. There being no outside members of the public present, no public comment was made.

There being no further business to discuss, the meeting was adjourned at 4:30 p.m.